
WASHINGTON: US lawmakers unveiled sweeping
antitrust measures Friday aimed at tempering the
dominance of Big Tech firms including Apple and
Facebook, in what may be the most ambitious effort
in decades to break corporate monopolies. A bipar-
tisan group of House members introduced five sep-
arate bills that propose changes so comprehensive
they could reshape the largest US technology and
entertainment companies and force an overhaul of
their business practices.

In a bid to ward off corporate consolidation, the
measures would make it harder for mega-compa-
nies like Amazon and Google to buy out smaller
competitors, and facilitate the breakup of firms that
use their dominant position in their core business to
make deep inroads into another.

“Right now, unregulated tech monopolies have
too much power over our economy,” the House
Judiciary’s Antitrust Subcommittee chairman David
Cicilline, a Democrat, said in introducing the meas-
ures. “They are in a unique position to pick winners
and losers, destroy small businesses, raise prices on
consumers, and put folks out of work.”

The goal, he said, is to “level the playing field”
and ensure that powerful tech companies follow
the same rules as other businesses. The bills follow
a 16-month investigation by the Antitrust
Subcommittee into the state of competition in the
digital marketplace, and particularly the unregulat-
ed power wielded by Amazon, Apple, Facebook,
and Google.

Silicon Valley giants have come under increas-
ing fire in Europe and the United States due to
concerns about monopoly-like power. And US

President Joe Biden and other G7 countries are
keen to set a global tax rate of at least 15 percent
on multinational firms, in a bid to optimize tax rev-
enue from tech behemoths.

‘Power over innovation’ 
The antitrust bills need to be debated and voted

favorably out of the Judiciary Committee before
receiving a vote by the ful l  House of
Representatives.  They would also need approval
from the Senate before they could be signed into
law by Biden.

One of the bills increases the fees for mergers
so that regulators have more funds to police cor-
porations and enforce antitrust laws. “Big Tech has
abused its dominance in the marketplace to crush
competitors, censor speech, and control how we
see and understand the world,” said House
Republican Ken Buck, who took direct aim at some
of the largest players.

“Apple, Amazon, Facebook, and Google have
prioritized power over innovation and harmed
American businesses and consumers in the
process.” The reform effort comes amid height-
ened scrutiny of large tech platforms which have
increased their dominance during the coronavirus
pandemic.

US state and federal antitrust enforcers last year
filed suits targeting Facebook and Google alleging
illegal dominance of their respective markets.

And last month Amazon was hit with an
antitrust suit from the capital Washington, which
claimed the tech giant abuses its dominant posi-
tion in online retail sales, harming consumers.

The Computer & Communications Industry
Association, of which Google, Amazon and
Facebook are members, warned that the latest leg-
islation is too “interventionist” and could mark the
biggest departure from US antitrust policy in a
century. “At a time when consumers are frustrated
with higher prices and fewer options in other seg-

ments of the economy, it’s perplexing that the
Committee would not prioritize broad reform”
rather than narrow action against a few compa-
nies, CCIA President Matthew Schruers said in a
statement. “Writing regulations for a handful of
businesses will skew competition and leave con-
sumers worse off.” — AFP
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China arrests
1,100 over 
crypto laundering
BEIJING: China has arrested more
than a thousand people for using
the profits from crime to buy cryp-
tocurrencies, security officials said,
as part of a growing crackdown on
the industry.

The country’s bitcoin mines
power nearly 80 percent of the
global trade in cryptocurrencies,
although trading in China is banned. 

Officials have started to turn a
sharp eye towards cryptocurrency
miners to prevent speculation and
stamp out money laundering.
Chinese police busted a network of
1,100 people involved in laundering
money by buying cryptocurrencies,
the ministry of public security said
in a statement dated Wednesday. 

The launderers charged clients
commission to convert illegal pro-
ceeds into virtual currencies via
crypto exchanges, the ministry said,
without outlining the amount of
money involved.

China banned trading in cryp-
tocurrencies in 2019 and is increas-
ingly tightening restrictions on bit-
coin mining. In April, the northern
region of Inner Mongolia closed
down all its cryptocurrency mines,
claiming they failed to meet annual
energy consumption targets. 

The region accounted for eight
percent of the computing power
needed to run the global
blockchain-a set of online ledgers
to record bitcoin transactions. 

That is higher than the amount
of computing power dedicated to
blockchain in the entire United
States. The northwestern province
of Qinghai announced a similar
ban on cryptocurrency mining on
Wednesday, but no data is avail-
able about the size of the opera-
tions in the region.

Bitcoin values tumbled in May
on the back of  a  warning by
Beijing to investors against specu-
lative trading in cryptocurrencies.
hina is in the midst of a wide-
ranging regulatory crackdown on
its fintech sector, whose biggest
players have been hit with large
fines after being found guilty of
monopolistic practices. —AFP

US lawmakers, wary of Big 
Tech, mull antitrust overhaul

Most ambitious effort in decades to break corporate monopolies

New ‘Diraya’  
video addresses 
safe investment
KUWAIT: In an effort to enhance
financial awareness across all segments
of society and encourage the Kuwaiti
banking sector’s social responsibility
activities, the Central Bank of Kuwait is
presenting new informative video con-
tent addressing safe investment and
means of protecting customers’ person-
al and bank information. This comes as
part of the CBK-supervised “Diraya”
campaign (Be Aware in Arabic) which is
managed by Kuwait Banking
Association (KBA) with the participa-
tion of all Kuwaiti banks.

Announcing the new content, the
CBK stressed its keenness to direct
banks to promote saving among their
customers. It also urges them to present
sufficient information and explanation
regarding different investment and sav-
ing products and services that help cus-
tomers manage their investments and
increase yield, such as the array of

deposits, investment portfolios and
funds, and savings accounts as well as
fully explain each option and its level of
risk, if any. This aims to help customers
make an informed decision and stress
the importance of planning and prepar-
ing for the future and any changes or
responsibilities it may bring such as
tuition fees, retirement, etc.

Along these lines, the CBK pointed
out that investments may be classified
according to risk involved, and that
“high-risk” investments are sometimes
being promoted through promises of
quick and high profit. This includes
investments that are not regulated by
any authority or legislation that protects
investors’ rights such as crypto-assets
the likes of “Bitcoin” which does not fall
under the authority or regulation of any
institution, neither locally nor interna-
tionally, making it a possible means and
instrument for illegal activity.

“Forex” trading and speculation activ-
ity, an abbreviated coinage for “Foreign
Exchange”, is another form of high-risk
investment where foreign currency is
exchanged through apps and platforms
working within a global currency trading
market. In addition, while currency is

often exchanged for purposes such as
travel, import and export of goods, and
so on, many parties engage in specula-
tive trading seeking quick profit from
fluctuation of currency exchange prices.
Speculators often fall victim to fraud
through fake websites, which adds the
additional risk factor of “reliability”.

The CBK thus strongly urges those
seeking to invest to realize in full the
risks associated with their chosen
investment, to have sufficient knowledge

of the field of investment, and to avoid
investment with any unreliable parties
to avoid financial fraud.

All “Be Aware” informative media is
published through multiple communica-
tion and information channels including
CBK and Kuwaiti banks’ social net-
works accounts. More information on
the campaign and its goals, and more
literature on this topic is also accessible
through the official website:
www.dirayakw.com

An illustration picture taken in London shows the logos of Google, Apple, Facebook, Amazon and Microsoft dis-
played on a mobile phone and a laptop screen. US lawmakers unveiled sweeping antitrust measures Friday aimed
at tempering the dominance of Big Tech firms. — AFP

WASHINGTON: US President Joe
Biden’s push to get Congress to reform
the tax code and ensure the richest
Americans pay their “fair share” has
received an unexpected boost from bil-
lionaires like Jeff Bezos and Elon Musk-
who, it turns out, don’t have much of a
tax bill at all.

New York-based journalism non-
profit ProPublica on Tuesday revealed
that Amazon boss Jeff Bezos and Tesla
head Elon Musk, two of the three rich-
est men in the world, paid little or no
tax on their total wealth, not just their
income. They managed the feat thanks
to a tax code that Maya MacGuineas,
president of the nonpartisan
Committee for a Responsible Federal
Budget, described as being “like Swiss
cheese, full of holes.”

“Anybody with a savvy set of
accountants is able to minimize, and
sometimes to bring to zero, their tax lia-
bility,” she told AFP. Billionaires are able
to benefit from provisions like a tax
credit for dependent children or reduc-
tions linked to loans or investments
greater than income, breaks that amount
to nearly $2 trillion each year.

“The more money you make in... dif-
ferent ways, the more components of the
tax code that you can also often find to
take advantage of,” MacGuineas said.

“Again, there’s nothing illegal in doing it.”

‘Pay their fair share’
These revelations could sway public

opinion towards Biden, who has long
argued that the richest households and
individuals do not pay enough in tax.
Since taking office in January, he has
proposed several measures that would
raise taxes on the wealthy and largest
American businesses, while also pursu-
ing a multilateral deal on a global mini-
mum tax to ensure companies pay their
share no matter where they’re based.
Biden’s allies in the US Senate seized on
the ProPublica report to make the case
that the country’s most prominent busi-
ness leaders are skipping out on their
obligations to their fellow Americans.

“Billionaires like Jeff Bezos, Elon
Musk, and Warren Buffett pay a tiny
fraction of their wealth in taxes com-
pared to working families. That’s just
not right,” Elizabeth Warren, a propo-
nent of higher taxes on the wealthy,
said on Twitter.

Bernie Sanders, who chairs the
Senate Budget Committee, tweeted,
“Tax the billionaires. Make them pay
their fair share. Rebuild our nation’s
crumbling infrastructure.”

However Republicans, who make up
a sizable minority in the Senate and can

use the chamber’s filibuster rule to stop
most legislation that doesn’t attract at
least some of their votes, have generally
opposed tax increases.

Tax overhaul
Biden’s proposals would unravel

some of the changes to the tax code
made by his Republican predecessor
Donald Trump.

For the one percent of households
with the highest incomes, the tax rate
would rise to 39.6 percent from 37 per-
cent. Those who earn more than $1 mil-
lion per-year, or about 0.3 percent of

households, would see the capital gains
tax rate they pay on stock market trans-
actions also rise to 39.6 percent from 20
percent currently, according to the
Biden administration.

“We know that there is more to be
done to ensure that corporations, indi-
viduals who are at the highest income,
are paying more of their fair share,”
White House Press Secretary Jen Psaki
said this week. The Internal Revenue
Service, the US tax authority, would
also see its funding increased and pow-
ers expanded as a means of cracking
down on tax dodgers.  — AFP

US President Joe Biden (right) campaigned on increasing taxes on the rich — AFP

US billionaires dodge taxes 
and play into Biden’s hands


